BIOGRAPHY
Darrell Goldman grew up in Houston where he attended
Katy-Taylor High School, followed by the prestigious Berklee
College of Music in Boston. He now calls Austin, TX his
home, along with his wife, Leslie, three kids, and Harley,
the weenie dog.
Darrell's current album, The Bed I've Made, is a heartfelt
project he wrote and produced himself. Darrell is not just
some starry-eyed kid hoping to make it in the music biz. Instead, he’s a seasoned, serious performer
with a passion for songwriting and touching people’s lives with music. It's “that magical something,” he
says, “that has a way of bringing people together like nothing else in the world. That’s what I love.”

Darrell’s full life and complex thinking are reflected in many of his songs. The polished Country song,
“Lookin’ for Love,” has an upbeat swing feel with a classic structure. His appreciation of faith and family
are evident in “Hold On My Heart” and “In This Together”. “Gypsy Rose”, with it's rockin’ country vibe,
was written for his daughter. The title track, "The Bed I've Made", is the album's standout cut, which is a
song about the transitions of life. Darrell has released three singles from The Bed I’ve Made, which
include” Gypsy Rose,” and “Lookin’ for Love”.
“Lookin’ for Love” came in at #124 in the top 200. “Gypsy Rose”, “Lookin’ for Love,” and “Hold On My
Heart” have all charted on the Texas Regional Radio Charts.

IN THE STUDIO
Thoughtful describes Darrell’s approach to life
and music. “It’s taken time to figure out who I
want to be as an artist. "Country is where my
heart is.” When asked what his
autobiography would be entitled,
“Endurance,” he says, “Because my life has
definitely been an endurance race, not a
sprint.” With nearly 200 shows a year,
marriage and family, “It takes a lot to keep it
together,” says Darrell, “It's like constant
training for a triathlon,” of which he has
participated in many - that also takes
dedication, focus, and endurance, all character
traits essential for a singer songwriter, too.
Pictured with Darrell are Noah Jefferis, James Hill, Michael Tarabay, David Grissom and Ken Tondre

ON THE ROAD WITH DARRELL GOLDMAN
In an era of ever-morphing styles and sounds across today's Country
music landscape, Darrell Goldman and his Austin, TX band are making
their way around Texas playing as many honky-tonks, dance halls,
bars, and other venues as they can. Venues include Crossroads Saloon
& Steakhouse-Fredericksburg, Dance Across Texas-Austin, Coupland
Dance Hall, Love and War in Texas-Grapevine & Plano, as well
Redneck Country Club, Firehouse Saloon in Houston, Bo’s Barn in
Temple. The band has also played a multitude of festivals including
Llano Crawfish Open, Jarrell Windfest, Magical Mason Festival, and
the San Saba Pecan Jam.
Always wowing the crowd and winning new fans along the way, Darrell's style of Country speaks to
classic Country enthusiasts, those who embrace the newer sounds of today's evolving modern Country
genre, and even those who say they never really thought they liked Country music until they heard
Darrell's style of Country. His smooth, rockin', classics-in-the-making originals, have prompted fans
more than once to ask of his originals, "Now who was that last song by again?" Whether it's his own
version of well-known favorites, or his own thoughtful originals, there's always something for everyone.
Ever the class act, these talented, consummate professionals can play up to four hours. A typical Darrell
Goldman set would include nearly every song off his debut album, The Bed I’ve Made, in addition to an
ever growing number of new, yet to be recorded, originals and other country music favorites from
Strait, Rogers, Jackson, Haggard and Green, to name a few.

NEW EP COMING OUT IN 2017!

“LOOKIN FOR LOVE”
AS SEEN ON TALENTWATCH

BAND ACCOLADES
Finalist in the Shiner Rising Star competition sponsored
by Shiner Beer and KHYI Radio Dallas in 2015.
“Hold on My Heart” was the 4th most downloaded song
on CDTex in 2016.
Four singles currently circulating on European Outlets
with two songs charted in the top 100 and 200 in 2016.
Three songs charted on the Texas Regional Radio Charts.
“Gypsy Rose” Charted in the top 100 in Europe
Band is actively touring in Texas currently.

Two Songs Charted on the European Country Music
Association Charts: “The Bed I Made” & “Gypsy Rose”

STAY CONNECTED WITH
DARRELL GOLDMAN
TWITTER
FACEBOOK
YOUTUBE
INSTAGRAM
ITUNES
SPOTIFY
REVERBNATION

BOOKING
booking@darrellgoldman.com

RADIO PROMOTIONS
The Spacek Company

512-261-6161
spacek@aol.com

WWW.DARRELLGOLDMAN.COM
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